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ABOUT J K OVERSEAS

We’re a team of 
skillful people who 
capture the de-
sired product with-
in standard rates.

J K Overseas is a brand new 
export firm in Rajkot, India. We 
serve the best quality salt to ful-
fill buyer demand. As a distrib-
utor, strong sales are the only 
reason for our steady growth 
in the domestic and now ex-
panding our business towards 
overseas markets. We commit-
ted to provide the best kind of 
export quality salts within the 
competitive rates. We offer the 
following varieties of salt: - Ed-
ible Salt, Water Softening salt, 
De-icing Salt, Industrial Salt. 
Good Experience in Domestic 
market also helps us to build 
a strong correlation with mul-
tiple manufacturers, it bene-
fits us to get knowledge about 
their salt processing and qual-
ity standards. We believe that 
“cooperation creates a strong 
business chain; each element 
plays a major part to create of 

sustainable business”.
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OUR SERVICES

DUTY-FREE DOCUMENTATIONS
Duty-free or Reduce duty certification is our best possible chance to reduce the 
buyer’s total valuation of import goods. We are always looking for ways to reduce 
valuation and better service.

It will be a huge advantage to you by reducing import duty, after all, we all have 
a little problem when it comes to government share. Only one way to reduce im-
porter’s duty under country trade agreements.

Each trade agreement includes one country or multiple countries. We can provide 
you certification only if your country covered by any of below agreements and also 
benefits as per mention in agreements.

Here enlisted India Trade agreements:

1. India - Afghanistan (PTA)
2. India - Africa Trade Agreement
3. Asia Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA)
4. India and Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) - Comprehensive 

Economic Cooperation Agreement
5. India - Bhutan On Trade, Commerce, And Transit
6. India – Chile (PTA)
7. India - Japan (CEPA)
8. India - Republic of Korea (CEPA)
9. India - Malaysia (CECA)
10. India - MERCOSUR (PTA)
11. India - Nepal for Control Unauthorized Trade
12. India - Nepal Treaty of Transit
13. India – Nepal Revised Treaty of Trade
14. South Asia Free Trade Area (SAFTA)
15. SAARC Preferential Trading Arrangement (SAPTA)
16. India - Singapore (CECA)
17. India - Sri Lanka (FTA)
18. India -Thailand (FTA)(EHS)
 
We want our customer to read terms and conditions regarding these agreements 
and we make sure that you will get each benefit included in these agreements.
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QUALITY PRODUCT

Our range of products follows food standards by a process of the finest grade of ingre-
dients. For assurance, we always deliver quality reports to the customer.

We fetch our all products from all top most manufacturers of salt, our standard process 
involves a quality agreement between both. Before final dispatch, we also examine 
manufacturer quality for a final checkup from our quality expert.

However, we can apply certain changes in our standard product like chemical content, 
physical grain size or in certain cases process precautions, etc.  It also subjected to 
product applications or market. Here, all changes have to be within the rules and reg-
ulations of the country.

In some cases, minimum charges may be applied which confine by customization of 
product, extra material or process involve in manufacturing, excessive accuracy.

Our range of products follows food standards by a process of the finest grade of ingre-
dients. For assurance, we always deliver quality reports to the customer.

ON-TIME DELIVERY
On Time delivery is measurable, but very hard to calculate or even percentage it, we 
are happy to have a strong link with logistics and documentation both.

Our metrics to measure involves the delivery of documents or goods with agreed qual-
ity and limit date. Export involves separate date for each task, for example, Request 
Date, Dock Date, Delivery Date, Dock Date.

Although each date has a specific meaning, they usually interchange terms. Therefore, 
we provide a schedule for each task, this helps the buyer and seller to strive to settle on 
the same level, to avoid confusion.

We have optimized supply chain support us to ensure quality product processing, reli-
able delivery, more repeated customers.
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EXPORT PACKING
Our export packing criteria depend on the kind of product, transportation medium, and 
facility at the destination port or airport.

Usually, shipment through vessel requires strong packing with moisture protection, 
Strong packing also helps in rough handling or in handled and re-handled more in 
transportation modes.

Air cargo shipment requires a less robust export packing than vessel shipments be-
cause the goods transit through air cargo are less bulky and lightweight. However, on 
high altitude, there are many changes in weather parameters like Air temperature, Air 
pressure, Humidity, etc.

Shipments made between connected countries may often treat as domestic unless 
transportation involves multiple modes. In such cases, damage proof packing must re-
quire to increase protection against multiple handling.

EFFECTIVE SOURCING
Our expert knowledge about the market enable us to source the best quality products 
within the competitive rates.

Our sourcing differentiates us from the market crowd, we have high value for it, it’s ob-
vious that sourcing is key to the high-quality cost-effective product.

It also increases the security of goods quality and investment. Most importantly, it cuts 
unnecessary costing which ultimately reliable to our buyer.

1.MARKET CRITERIA

We act as Exporter - Buyer - Trader to meet importer’s demand, we utilize our resources 
to analyze our product condition in the market and we spend very high funds to find 
out the easiest possible solutions.
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2.MARKET STANDARD

We standardize the market by examining various features like Accessibility, Quality, Cost, 
Punctuality, Customer Approach, etc. These all our crucial factors for long term business 
with any firm.

FULL SUPPORT

We are happy to support customer for any query regarding our product, pricing or pro-
cess. We are continually involved throughout (fully occupied in) process.

1.COMMUNICATION

We believe that communication is the key to solving any problem. Any doubt concerns to 
you will be given full attention, we assure our best results.

2.FORWARD THINKING

We think ahead and around corners to optimize our route, we are willing to take any chal-
lenges, opportunities and provide the best support. We’ve got your back.

3.QUERY

We provide 24/7 support to any query and try to resolve it within minimum time. We have 
all ears for your doubts.
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We serve our products in following markets.

EDIBLE SALT
Restaurent
Malls
Cosmetics
Food & Beverage

WATER SOFTENING SALT
Water Treatment Industry
Swimming Pools
Industry
Mall

DE-ICING SALT
De icing Services
Malls

INDUSTRIAL SALT
Drilling
Explosive
Textile
Pharmaceutical

OUR MARKET
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OUR PRODUCTS

REFINED FREE FLOW SALT
 
Refined free flow salt is divided into 3 categories.

1.TRIPLE REFINED FREE FLOW IODIZED SALT

It is the purest form of edible salt with NaCl (%) between 98.5 to 99.3. Other 
salt quality criteria include Particle Size (Micron), Iodine (ppm), Moisture (%), 
are as per customer requirements.        

2.DOUBLE REFINED FREE FLOW IODIZED SALT

It is a purer form of edible salt with NaCl (%) between 98 to 98.3. Other salt 
quality criteria include Particle Size (Micron), Iodine (ppm), Moisture (%), are 
as per customer requirements.        

3.SINGLE REFINED FREE FLOW IODIZED SALT

It is a pure form of edible salt with NaCl (%) between 97 to 98. Other salt 
quality criteria include Particle Size (Micron), Iodine (ppm), Moisture (%), are 
as per customer requirements.

However, we can customize both chemical and physical parameters as per 
customer application or the respective countries rules and regulations. We al-
ways standardized our product by hand over quality reports to the customer.

Common Characteristics:

1. Free from impurities
2. Hygienically processed
3. Unadulterated 
4. Easy to dissolve
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WATER SOFTENING SALT

Water softening is the removal of, magnesium, calcium, and metal from hard wa-
ter. The resulting it extends the life of plumbing due to the removal of limescale 
build-up in pipes and fittings. The daily routine process like bathing, washing re-
quire less soap, detergent.
It will also cut the extra cost of serving, maintenance, and replacement of boilers, 
dishwashers, water heaters, and pipes & showers.
An Ion-exchange water softener is the most efficient equipment for softening hard 
water. This equipment exchanges the calcium (Ca+2) ) and magnesium (Mg+2 ) 
with sodium (Na+).                            
 

We have two types of quality available:

    1) Tablet Form: This is a tablet form of powder salt.

    2) Powder Form: It is a finely grained powder of water softening salt.
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DE-ICING SALT
 

De-icing salt is basically natural Sea Salt with Purity of NaCl ranging from 95 to 
99.50% available in White Crystalline form with grain size 0.5 to 10mm.
To improve melt and grip of ice, salt has to be coarser than normal grain. Although, 
we can provide both: finely grained and coarse grain.
          Why salt is used in de-icing?
  -  Salt melts ice based on the process called “Freezing point depression”. It means 
salt lowers the freezing point of water.
  -  Salt makes it more difficult for water to freeze. In ideal conditions, 15 % salt solu-
tion freezes at 20°F (-6.6 °C), and a 25 % solution freezes  at 2°F (-16.6 °C).
  -  Salt is the most effective option because of applying easily, low cost, etc.
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REFINED OVERSIZE SALT
 

Refined Oversize salt is an industrial salt, which excessively used in various industries,

1. Explosives
2. Chemicals,
3. Granite for polishing purpose
4. Drilling.

We offered Refined Oversize Salt is available in the crystalline form and supplied with 
robust export packaging, which provides it protection from moisture or other contami-
nants present in the air.

It contains 99% NaCl and other Calcium, Magnesium, Iodine are as per customer de-
mand.

 Features:

1. Easily soluble
2. Excessive purity
3. Free from contaminant
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LOW HARDNESS SALT

Low Hardness Salt is peak use due to its purity. As per the current market condition, 
very few manufacturers can provide the best quality of it. Our salt has a vast demand 
from the textile industry and the pharmaceutical industry.

Our salt contains NaCI: Above 99 %, the remaining 1% contains Mg, Soluble matter, 
Insoluble matter other than NaCI, Moisture level: Max. 0.11%, Other than NaCl, we can 
change the chemical and physical properties as per customer demand.

We can provide this salt at a lower price than the market rate.

Features:

1. Easily soluble in water
2. Free from contaminants
3. Higher Purity
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TRADE INFORMATION

FOB PORT

Mundra

PAYMENT TURM 

Advance, Letter of Credit (L/C)

SAMPLE

Availability - Yes, Within a possible time
Policy - Free samples available with shipping and taxes paid by the buyer

PACKAGING DETAILS

Bulk Packing - 50 KG, 25 KG Consumer Packing - 1 KG Custom Packing - It is subjected to 
MOQ(Minimum Order Quantity) and charges are applicable.

MAIN DOMESTIC MARKET

All Over India
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SALES

Would you like to business with us? Feel free to contact us for any query at

Email: sales@jkoverseas.in
 Phone Number
(+91) 9773483120

GENERAL QUESTIONS

Interested in getting more info? We are happy to answer your questions, Contact

Email: info@jkoverseas.in
 Phone Number
(+91) 9723109373

REG. OFFICE

 Our Location
“Sopan Hill” B/H Sterling Hospital, Ra jkot – 360007, Gujarat, INDIA.

CONTACT US


